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RELEASE DATE
30TH OCTOBER 2015

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9592-2
Barcode: 614427959225
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Michael Wollny - piano
Christian Weber - bass
Eric Schaefer - drums

Nachtfahrten
MICHAEL WOLLNY

Michael Wollny's star continues to rise, sharply, with recognition now rightly his as one of the leading jazz musicians of
our time. Wollny is too big a musical talent either to get comfortable or to rest on his laurels. He has ventured into new
musical territory in this new album.

This release owes its original inspiration to a book published in 2013 entitled “Nachtmeerfahrten” (Sea Journeys by
Night), which takes the reader over to the dark side of romanticism, to a world of fantasy, of eerie shadows, and things
that go bump in the night. Producer Siggi Loch edited the “Meer”/ sea part out of the title, which therefore became
“Nachtfahrten” (Night Journeys), which suits this pianist, who is a creature of the nocturnal realm. He feels very much at
home in a world of grey cats and blurred outlines, where the contrasting emotions of the moment can leave all rational
expectations behind; this is a backdrop which is alive with possibility, but also with trepidation.

"Michael Wollny Trio’s dark, subconscious journey through dreamworlds, Weltentraum, took pianist and composer
Wollny’s increasingly inspired vision to a new level of performance and imagination." JAZZWISE - ALBUM OF THE
YEAR 2014

Confirmed press:
Interviews - BBC Radio 2 Jamie Cullum Show; Jazz FM; Jazz Journal; 'Album Interview' in Jazzwise
Album reviews to be confirmed

Track listing:
1. Questions in a world of blue 3:05 / 2. Nachtmahr 1:48 / 3. Der wanderer 4:14 / 4. Motette no.1 2:42 / 5. White moon
4:08 / 6. De desconfort 2:41 / 7. Metzengerstein 2:55 / 8. Feu follet 2:18 / 9. Ellen 3:39 / 10. Nocturne 2:18 / 11. Marion
4:19 / 12. Au clair de la lune 3:09 / 13. Odile et Odette 3:29 / 14. Nachtfahrten 6:06



RELEASE DATE
30TH OCTOBER 2015

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9592-1
Barcode: 614427959218
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 LP
Michael Wollny - piano
Christian Weber - bass
Eric Schaefer - drums

Nachtfahrten LP
MICHAEL WOLLNY

180g VINYL VERSION WITH DOWNLOAD CODE

Michael Wollny's star continues to rise, sharply, with recognition now rightly his as one of the leading jazz musicians of
our time. Wollny is too big a musical talent either to get comfortable or to rest on his laurels. He has ventured into new
musical territory in this new album.

This release owes its original inspiration to a book published in 2013 entitled “Nachtmeerfahrten” (Sea Journeys by
Night), which takes the reader over to the dark side of romanticism, to a world of fantasy, of eerie shadows, and things
that go bump in the night. Producer Siggi Loch edited the “Meer”/ sea part out of the title, which therefore became
“Nachtfahrten” (Night Journeys), which suits this pianist, who is a creature of the nocturnal realm. He feels very much at
home in a world of grey cats and blurred outlines, where the contrasting emotions of the moment can leave all rational
expectations behind; this is a backdrop which is alive with possibility, but also with trepidation.

"Michael Wollny Trio’s dark, subconscious journey through dreamworlds, Weltentraum, took pianist and composer
Wollny’s increasingly inspired vision to a new level of performance and imagination." JAZZWISE - ALBUM OF THE
YEAR 2014

Confirmed press:
Interviews - BBC Radio 2 Jamie Cullum Show; Jazz FM; Jazz Journal; 'Album Interview' in Jazzwise
Album reviews to be confirmed

Track listing:
Side A
1. Questions in a world of blue 3:05 / 2. Nachtmahr 1:48 / 3. Der wanderer 4:14 / 4. Motette no. 1 2:42 / 5. White moon
4:08 / 6. De desconfort 2:41 / 7. Metzengerstein 2:55
Side B
8. Feu follet 2:18 / 9. Ellen 3:39 / 10. Nocturne 2:18 / 11. Marion 4:19 / 12. Au clair de la lune 3:09 / 13. Odile et odette
3:29 / 14. Nachtfahrten 6:06



RELEASE DATE
30TH OCTOBER 2015

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9810-2
Barcode: 614427981028
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Scott DuBois - guitar
Gebhard Ullmann - tenor sax & bass clarinet
Thomas Morgan - bass
Kresten Osgood - drums

Winter Light
SCOTT DuBOIS

Scott DuBois, the 37-year old American jazz guitarist and composer, is one of the most important figures on the young
New York jazz scene. DuBois's quartet, with whom he has now been working for the past decade, consists of some of
the world's most in-demand improvising musicians: German saxophonist and bass clarinetist Gebhard Ullmann,
American bassist Thomas Morgan, and Danish drummer Kresten Osgood. This regular working band performs DuBois's
masterfully-crafted original compositions which point to future trends. Their focus is to present these powerful works with
dynamic group improvisation and interaction, creating massive, colorful landscapes and a spiritual intensity that cuts
straight to the heart.

“Winter Light,” which marks his debut as an artist on the ACT label, has a strongly programmatic concept running right
through it. The listener is taken on a journey through a winter's day. As we witness the progression from before daybreak
right through to the depths of night, DuBois draws the listener in with sounds vividly portraying myriad shifts in the
balance of light, leading us through different landscapes, and even making us feel the ever-changing patterns of the
weather. 

“Captivating music for the meditative thinker.” New York City Jazz Record

Track listing:
1. First Light Tundra 10:16
2. Early Morning Forest 14:36
3. Late Morning Snow 7:33
4. Noon White Mountain 14:32
5. Afternoon Ice Fog 7:19
6. Evening Blizzard 9:53
7. Night Tundra 4:29



RELEASE DATE
30TH OCTOBER 2015

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9810-1
Barcode: 614427981011
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 2 LP
Scott DuBois - guitar
Gebhard Ullmann - tenor sax & bass clarinet
Thomas Morgan - bass
Kresten Osgood - drums

Winter Light 2LP
SCOTT DuBOIS

180g DOUBLE VINYL LP

Scott DuBois, the 37-year old American jazz guitarist and composer, is one of the most important figures on the young
New York jazz scene. DuBois's quartet, with whom he has now been working for the past decade, consists of some of
the world's most in-demand improvising musicians: German saxophonist and bass clarinetist Gebhard Ullmann,
American bassist Thomas Morgan, and Danish drummer Kresten Osgood. This regular working band performs DuBois's
masterfully-crafted original compositions which point to future trends. Their focus is to present these powerful works with
dynamic group improvisation and interaction, creating massive, colorful landscapes and a spiritual intensity that cuts
straight to the heart.

“Winter Light,” which marks his debut as an artist on the ACT label, has a strongly programmatic concept running right
through it. The listener is taken on a journey through a winter's day. As we witness the progression from before daybreak
right through to the depths of night, DuBois draws the listener in with sounds vividly portraying myriad shifts in the
balance of light, leading us through different landscapes, and even making us feel the ever-changing patterns of the
weather. 

“Captivating music for the meditative thinker.” New York City Jazz Record

Track listing:
Side A
1. First Light Tundra 10:16
Side B
2. Early Morning Forest 14:36
3. Late Morning Snow 7:33
Side C
4. Noon White Mountain 14:32
5. Afternoon Ice Fog 7:19
Side D
6. Evening Blizzard 9:53
7. Night Tundra 4:29



RELEASE DATE
30TH OCTOBER 2015

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9103-2
Barcode: 614427910325
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Colin T. Dawson - trumpet & vocals
Chris Hopkins - alto saxophone
Bernd Lhotzky - piano & celesta
Oliver Mewes - drums

Dancing
ECHOES OF SWING

The contemporary interpretation of an enormously varied repertoire and the quartet's witty and spontaneous stage
presence has helped gain ECHOES OF SWING great popularity and has made the ensemble a much renowned and
celebrated attraction on the international jazz scene for nigh on 20 years.

Free from any museum nostalgia, the four musicians take their inspiration from the gigantic treasury of swinging jazz,
from Bix to Bop, from Getz to Gershwin, while constantly searching for the hidden, the unexpected, the exquisite. The
Great American Song book and the immeasurable recordings of great jazz pioneers form the bedrock for the creativity of
the combo, with astonishing arrangements, virtuoso solos and expressive compositions of their own.

This is dance in jazz, but not as we know it. For a start, a third of the tracks are original compositions. As a group, the
four maestros have taken the other selections and have created something discretely and entirely original. Nothing here
is re-enacted.

Track listing:
1. Hipsters Hop (Chris Hopkins) 4:10
2. Gavotte I, English Suite No. 6 (Johann Sebastian Bach) 3:00
3. Charleston (James P. Johnson / Cecil Mack) 3:42
4. Dream Dancing (Cole Porter) 4:38
5. Diplomata (Alfredo da Rocha Vianna Jr. aka Pixinguinha) 3:50
6. Lion’s Steps [dedicated to Willie ‘the Lion’ Smith] (Bernd Lhotzky) 4:00
7. Ballet Of The Dunes (Chris Hopkins) 4:58
8. All You Want To Do Is Dance (Arthur Johnston / John Burke) 2:38
9. Sandancer (Colin T. Dawson) 3:03
10. Carioca (Vincent Youmans / Edward Eliscu / Gus Kahn) 3:36
11. Premier Bal (Sidney Bechet / Bernard Dimey) 4:08
12. Ragtime Dance (Scott Joplin) 4:05
13. Moonlight Serenade (Glenn Miller / Mitchell Parish) 4:40
14. Salir A La Luz (Bernd Lhotzky) 4:13
15. Original Dixieland One Step
(Joe Jordan / D. James LaRocca / George Crandall / J. Russel Robinson) 3:10
16. Dancing On The Ceiling (Richard Rodgers / Lorenz Hart) 3:45



RELEASE DATE
30TH OCTOBER 2015

Label: High Note
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: HCD7282
Barcode: 632375728229
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Houston Person - tenor saxophone
Steve Nelson - vibes
John di Martino - piano
James Chirillo - guitar
Ray Drummond - bass
Lewis Nash - drums

Something Personal
HOUSTON PERSON

Houston Person still remembers the day in 1950 that changed his life. He was a typical 16-year-old in his hometown of
Florence, SC. He sang in the high-school choir and glee club, but he was mostly interested in football and basketball.
Then, Christmas morning, his parents gave him a surprise gift: a tenor saxophone. Several decades, hundreds of
albums, and thousands of concerts later, his life and career remain centered around the tenor sax. When it comes to
soul-jazz, Person has been at the top of the genre for more years than he may care to admit. Through all the different
styles coursing through those decades -- from hard bop, through fusion, to avant-garde -- Person has been steadfast in
his dedication.  All of Houston Person's trademarks are present on his newest recording.  With the phenomenal vibes of
Steve Nelson and the top-flight rhythm section -- ably led by pianist John di Martino -- Houston & Co. caress the ballads
with lush melodicism and swing heartily through the up-tempo numbers. 

Track listing:
1. The Second Time Around
2. Crazy He Calls Me
3. I'm Afraid the Masquerade is Over
4. The Way We Were
5. Guilty
6. Change Partners
7. Teardrops From My Eyes
8. Something Personal
9. On the Sunny Side of the Street
10. I Remember Clifford 



RELEASE DATE
30TH OCTOBER 2015

Label: High Note
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: HCD7284
Barcode: 632375728427
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Kenny Burrell - electric & acoustic guitar
Special guest: Barbara Morrison - vocals
Justo Almario - tenor saxophone
Tom Ranier - piano
Tony Dumas - bass
Clayton Cameron or Marvin “Smitty” Smith -
drums

The Road to Love
KENNY BURRELL

Few can claim the title of living legend. Kenny Burrell is just such a person. In fact he's more he's living history, past,
present and future. His credentials are voluminous and accomplishments staggering, and he hasn't stopped. Today, he is
active recording and performing, a respected educator, and an elder statesman of the music. His legacy is pervasive. His
soulful sound and approach have influenced virtually everyone claiming a jazz pedigree but extends to many outside the
genre, a la Jimi Hendrix, Stevie Wonder, Steve Howe, Andy Summers, and Freddie King.  Here Burrell is backed by
some of his favorite West Cost colleagues in a varied program of standards and few originals by the leader himself,
including one brand new composition.  Also on hand is the exuberant voice of Barbara Morrison who brings her
tremendous talent and personality to three tracks.

Track listing:
1. Salty Papa 
2. Serenata 
3. Li’l Darlin’ 
4. Brush Magic 
5. Listen to the Dawn 
6. Teach Me Tonight 
7. Someone to Light Up My Life 
8. Single Petal of a Rose 
9. Confessin’ the Blues 
10. The Road to Love 
11. Crazy He Calls Me 
12. Things Ain’t What They Used to Be  



RELEASE DATE
30TH OCTOBER 2015

Label: Emanem
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: EM5207
Barcode: 5030243520725
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
VERYAN WESTON - tracker-action organs
JON ROSE - violins
HANNAH MARSHALL - cello

Tuning Out
VERYAN WESTON / JON ROSE / HANNAH MARSHALL 

Improvised pieces for tracker action organs and strings recorded in five English churches. Because these organs are
entirely mechanical, there is a more direct physical relationship between the instrument and the player. When each stop
is very carefully and slowly pulled while a key is pressed, a myriad of uncertain transitional stages of sound is produced.
Thus organist Veryan Weston has a much wider of range of tones than he would have if he were playing a piano or
electric organ. Violist Jon Rose and cellist Hannah Marshall adjust the tuning of their instruments to fit in with the
particular environment, resulting in music not usually heard in churches (or anywhere else). 

Track listing:
CD1
1. MAY 12: LIVERPOOL - 18:22
2. MAY 13: YORK - 29:34
3. MAY 15: NEWCASTLE part I - 12:55
4. MAY 15: NEWCASTLE part II - 8:58
5. MAY 15: NEWCASTLE part III - 7:29
CD2
1. MAY 16: SHEFFIELD part I - 7:36
2. MAY 16: SHEFFIELD part II - 12:43
3. MAY 16: SHEFFIELD part III - 18:41
4. MAY 19: LONDON - 37:48



RELEASE DATE
30TH OCTOBER 2015

Label: Emanem
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: EM5038
Barcode: 5030243503827
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
ANTHONY BRAXTON - flute, soprano clarinet,
clarinet, contrabass clarinet, sopranino
saxophone, alto saxophone
DEREK BAILEY - amplified guitar, 19-string
(approx) guitar

First Duo Concert (1974)
ANTHONY BRAXTON DEREK BAILEY DUO

Two of the leading exponents of the 'new music' were Anthony Braxton (b. 1945, Chicago) and Derek Bailey (b. 1930,
Sheffield). The two first came into direct contact when Braxton spent some time in London in 1971. They first worked
together at a 1973 Braxton quartet concert in Paris that began with a duo piece. The concert preserved on this CD was
their second public performance together, and was the first time that Braxton had officially performed in Britain. It was
also one of the first concerts of improvised music to take place in the Wigmore Hall.

The first part of the rehearsal held the previous day established what the musicians did not want to do - Bailey did not
want to play notated compositions in unison, while Braxton did not want to improvise totally. A compromise was reached.
Each half or set of the concert was to consist of a (different) sequence of six predetermined areas to improvise in. Thus,
for example, Area 2 is around staccato sounds, Area 6 about sustained sounds, Area 10 about repeated motifs, etc. One
section of each set, however, was left open (unpredetermined) to allow for the inclusion of other ideas that might arise
during the concert. (These are Area 3 and Area 11). Also one section of the First Set was designated a guitar solo (Area
4), and one of the Second an alto saxophone solo (Area 9). Each of the two sets was played without a break.

Track listing:
1. THE FIRST SET - Area 1 - 8:22
2. THE FIRST SET - Area 2 - 3:12
3. THE FIRST SET - Area 3 (open) - 8:44
4. THE FIRST SET - Area 4 (solo) - 2:43
5. THE FIRST SET - Area 5 - 5:21
6. THE FIRST SET - Area 6 - 6:08
7. THE SECOND SET - Area 7 - 6:48
8. THE SECOND SET - Area 8 - 6:23
9. THE SECOND SET - Area 9 (solo) - 5:56
10. THE SECOND SET - Area 10 - 4:29
11. THE SECOND SET - Area 11 (open) - 15:29
12. THE SECOND SET - Area 12 - 3:57



RELEASE DATE
30TH OCTOBER 2015

Label: Psi Records
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: Psi04.06/7
Barcode: 5030243040629
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Evan Parker - saxophones
Alexander Von Schlippenbach - piano
Paul Lytton - drums

America 2003
Evan PARKER / Alexander VON SCHLIPPENBACH / Paul LYTTON

Two hours of the finest improv recorded in New Orleans and Seattle on the Trio's 2003 American tour, for which Von
Schlippenbach sat in at late notice due to the unavailability of Barry Guy. The tracks are all trio pieces apart from one
Von Schlippenbach solo piece and one Parker solo piece. Digipack reissue of the original Psi 2004 release.

"Unlike many other players of their generation who wallow in improvisation due to a dearth of creativity or have spurned it
entirely, Parker, Schlippenbach and Lytton take it seriously and listeners will be struck with wonder at the results."
Allaboutjazz.com 

Track listing:
CD1
1. 	Rejoicing In Their Hearts Over The Journey 	21:48
2. 	Ask To Be Taken On As A Trumpeter 	5:43
3. 	This Blowing Of Trumpets Confused Them 	9:48
4. 	What Memories Of The Past Were Recalled! 	8:19
5. 	Perhaps This Was His Chance 	8:25
6. 	To Avoid Monotony 	6:07
CD2
1. 	No One Wanted To Be An Artist But Every Man Wanted To Be Paid For His Labours 	15:00
2. 	The Breath Of Coldness 	10:19
3. 	Are You Strong Enough For Heavy Work? 	10:07
4. 	I Had A Friend Among The Angels 	12:52
5. 	Down With All Those Who Do Not Believe In Us 	11:32



RELEASE DATE
30TH OCTOBER 2015

Label: Pi Recordings
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: Pi62
Barcode: 808713006223
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Matt Mitchell - piano
Chris Speed - tenor saxophone, clarinet
Chris Tordini - bass
Dan Weiss - drums

Vista Accumulation
MATT MITCHELL QUARTET

Matt Mitchell, a 2015 recipient of the prestigious Doris Duke Impact Award, is one of the most in-demand pianists in jazz.
As a member of Tim Berne’s Snakeoil, the Dave Douglas Quintet, Rudresh Mahanthappa’s Bird Calls, John Hollenbeck’s
Large Ensemble, and the Darius Jones Quartet, among many others, he has played an integral role on a number of the
most critically-acclaimed releases of the last few years. Highly regarded for bringing contemporary classical music
influences to his playing, his debut as a leader, Fiction (Pi 2013), a duo with drummer Ches Smith, was described by All
About Jazz as “…huge quantities of brain candy, akin to a shot of adrenaline that will keep the willing listener on the edge
of his or her seat.”

His new release, Vista Accumulation, spends much of its time contemplating the jazz tradition while continuing to expand
on possibilities for interaction between composition and improvisation. The detailed music consists as much of
continuous, constantly evolving collective playing as it does a succession of solos. It has the feel of contemporary
classical music, with references to Morton Feldman and Harrison Birtwistle, and yet there are several ballad-like
moments, as well as fractured echoes of the blues. Etched with lyricism and emotion, Vista Accumulation affords a whole
new view on Mitchell’s musical mastery.

Track listing:
CD1
1. Select Your Existence
2. All the Elasticity
3. Numb Trudge
4. 'twouldn't've
CD2
1. Utensil Strength
2. Wearing the Wig of Atrophy
3. Hyper Pathos
4. The Damaged Center



RELEASE DATE
30TH OCTOBER 2015

Label: Ninety & Nine Records
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: NNCD0022
Barcode: 889211907892
Price: LOWER FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Greg Cordez – bass
Jake McMurchie - tenor saxophone 
Nick Malcolm - trumpet 
Jim Blomfield - piano 
Mark Whitlam – drums

Paper Crane
GREG CORDEZ

UK born, New Zealand raised, Cordez has lived and worked in London, Madrid, and New York City. A busy bassist,
composer and educator, he is now settled in the vibrant Bristol music scene. Taking influence from both contemporary
American and European jazz, film composers, and drawing from years spent working as a session bassist for left field
artists, Cordez has emerged as an inventive and stylish addition to the UK jazz scene. Featuring the talents of Bristol’s
finest in Jake McMurchie (Get the Blessing / Michelson Morley), Nick Malcolm, Jim Blomfield and Mark Whitlam, Greg
presents us his debut album “Paper Crane”.

Track listing:
1. Brown Bear
2. 8.23"
3. Real and Imagined
4. November
5. Schrodinger vs. Cat
6. Up Quark
7. Black Bear
8. Camilla Rose
9. Ron Free                                 
10. 1000 Paper Cranes                            



RELEASE DATE
30TH OCTOBER 2015

Label: Jazzwerkstatt
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: JW164
Barcode: 4250317420138
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Peter Ehwald - tenor saxophone
Robert Landfermann - bass
Andreas Lang - bass
Jonas Burgwinkel - drums

Double Trouble Live
PETER EHWALD

Two double basses build the underlying beat for the compositions of Berlin saxophonist Peter Ehwald.  His clear
compositional ideas come ever paired with unbridled playfulness and spontaneity. How the two bassists orbit his playing
is spectacular…

After the first studio album in 2013, Double Trouble have tested the frontiers of their music in many concerts.
Consequently the second release documents Double Trouble Live. Andreas Lang contributes earthiness, Robert
Landfermann produces improvisational techniques from far beyond the jazz idiom: they are two poles ideally
complementing each other, enriching the enormous live impact of Double Trouble. Jonas Burgwinkel’s drumming is
imaginative, unpredictable and energetic. These three musical partners and kindred spirits provide the ideal context for
Peter Ehwald’s diversified, emotional and virtuosic play on the saxophone. In his own words: ‘I was looking for a
combination of instruments and players with whom I can explore an ever-changing mixture of song-like structures,
chamber music and free formal improvisation.’

Launch gig - Vortex, London, 18th Nov (London Jazz Festival) 

Track listing:
1. In the Zone 6:34
2. Reprise 4:49
3. Mimouna 6:30
4. Double Trouble 5:35
5. Mr Soju 8:42
6. Dreamband 7:07
7. Branded 5:43
8. Bohdan 7:34
9. Rain 4:15



RELEASE DATE
30TH OCTOBER 2015

Label: YellowBird
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: YEB7756
Barcode: 767522775624
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Ganesh Geymeier – saxophone
Afrika Mkhize – piano
Bänz Oester – bass
Ayanda Sikade - drums

Ukuzinikela
BÄNZ OESTER & THE RAINMAKERS

Swiss / South African unit Bänz Oester and the Rainmakers, a unique and exciting addition to the European jazz scene,
present their debut album, recorded live at the Willisau festival. Their languid original jazz compositions, African
polyrhythms, seductive and funky blues, obscure Swiss and Bulgarian folk tunes and blinding improvisation form what
the band themselves describe as “music of intention”.

Baenz, on double bass, is one of Europe’s leading jazz bassists, and is joined by South African jazz impresarios, Afrika
Mkhize (piano),  musical director in Miriam Makeba's Band. and Ayanda Sikade (drums). Afrika’s amazingly lithe playing
is a constant joy, mesmerising and tantalising all at once, while Ayanda amuses and seduces with each musical moment.
Ganesh Geymeier, on saxophone, has a style that is full of emotional fire yet features a delicate spaciousness. Baenz
and the Rainmakers’ sound carry a weight of emotion and wonderment and will accompany listeners into a spiritual
musical dimension.



RELEASE DATE
30TH OCTOBER 2015

Label: YellowBird
File Under: Jazz / Rock
Catalogue No: YEB7757
Barcode: 767522775723
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Trinelise Væring - vocals, banjo
Fredrik Lundin - tenor & baritone sax, piano,
vocals                            Thomas Vang - bass
Jeppe Gram - drums, vibraphone

In Case of Fire
OFFPISTE GURUS

Danish indie-jazz-and-beyond from this four-piece who operate well off the beaten track. 

Singer, composer and lyricist Trinelise Vaering works in the borderland between rock, jazz and indie-pop. She is a
distinctive voice and a unique songwriter on the Scandinavian music scene, releasing 10 albums thus far. Saxophonist,
composer and bandleader Fredrik Lundin is one of the major jazz players in Scandinavia of his generation.

Track listing:
1. Nickname and Shoe Size 4:41
2. Wouldn't Be the First Time 2:35
3. When Pigs Fly 4:18
4. Accidently on Purpose 4:27
5. In Case of Fire 3:18
6. One and Lonely 4:34
7. Are You One of Those Guys? 3:16
8. Big Girl 3:41
9. Trip to the Moon 3:16
10. Submarine 3:24
11. Love is an Old Toyota 3:54



RELEASE DATE
30TH OCTOBER 2015

Label: Sunnyside Records 
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: SSC1430
Barcode: 016728143028
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Joe Brent - 10-string mandolin 
Sara Caswell - violin (1-4, 6, 8, 9), Hardanger
d’amore (2, 5, 7)
Shawn Conley - bass 
Ben Wittman - percussion (1, 7, 8)

Perfectest Herald
9 HORSES

Master mandolin player Joseph Brent became acquainted with the extraordinary improvising violinist Sara Caswell when
they performed together at Carnegie Hall. Their musical kinship led to the eventual formation, along with bassist Shawn
Conley, of 9 Horses, an unusual string trio that finds influence in jazz, roots, indie rock and classical music. Perfectest
Herald is a beautifully conceived recording that cannot be ignored. 

Track listing:
1. Monochrome Shoe#2 5:06
2. Snow Musik 5:56
3-6. Perfectest Herald:
(Movement I) 4K (12:30) | (Movement II) listening to the Elliott Smith discography in reverse order (9:45) | (Movement III)
the socket doesn’t know its power until it’s inspired by the plug (5:59) | (Movement IV) when the wolf comes home (9:36)
7. NaNo 6:36
8. every journey is a desperate act 6:16
9. Don’t Rush 6:01
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Who's Counting
RACHELLE GARNIEZ

Rachelle Garniez is a multi-instrumentalist singer/songwriter, and a composer of original lyrical and melodic story-songs.
"Who's Counting“, her sixth CD, is a collection of sweet, solemn, and irreverent musings, by turns philosophical and
surreal, lighthearted and tragic. Produced by Dick Connette, it sounds distinctly American, by way of New York,
stemming from jazz, folk, and soul, and rooted in the spirited interplay between Tim Lüntzel’s bass and Rachelle's piano
and accordion. Occasional horns and strings are added for atmosphere, and a guest appearance by roots-world band
Hazmat Modine throws a swampy back-porch texture into the mix. Instrumental interludes were created to open the ears
and cleanse the palate - it's an album conceived to be gathered whole. 

"...a talented accordionist and straight-faced wit whose songs are romantic, rhapsodic and casually hilarious." NEW
YORK TIMES  

"...wanders through the genres of country, jazz and pop, leaving behind nothing but sweet wreckage...a richly compelling
voice and a wild imagination" THE NEW YORKER

Track listing:
1. Who's Counting 3:35
2. Manhattan Island 1:37
3. New York Minute 3:28
4. Junp Rope Rhyme 0:16
5. Vanity's Curse 3:21
6. Medicine Man 4:11
7. Little Fish 3:33
8. Piano & Bass 0:27
9. Flat Black 2:49
10. Bells 1:09
11. Long Way to Jerusalem 4:12
12. Harmonium 1:25
13. It's a Christmas Song 4:00
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Extra-Deluxe-Supreme LP

HAZMAT MODINE

180g LIMITED EDITION VINYL LP

Rattling with the sounds of migration from the cauldron of New York City, Hazmat Modine returns rejuvenated with a new
album, serving up the bones of American music on a platter of silver, brass, reeds, electric guitars, violin, and vocal
harmonies, and as always, presided over by the dashing harmonica wizard Wade Schuman.

Musically, the inspiration is drawn from Memphis and rock steady, garnished with the sounds of Egyptian Afro-pop,
American roots and Tuvan soul. Set to simmer, it's blended and distilled into a distinctive Hazmatian stew. The emphasis
is on tight vocal harmonies that ring with gospel overtones. The arrangements are crisp and elaborate in a style that can
only be referred to as Baroque Blues. The Tuvan throat singing group Alash guest on two tracks.

Full service to press (print, radio, TV, online) by John Crosby PR

Confirmed reviews in MOJO, UNCUT, R2, FROOTS, SONGLINES, MAVERICK
Airplay on BBC RADIO 2 - Paul Jones show; Paul Long 'Blues and Roots Connections'

Track listing:
Side A
1. Another Day 4:22
2. Your Sister 5:35
3. Up & Rise 5:25
4. Arcadia (Coffee, Salt & Laces) 5:33
Side B
1. Moving Stones 3:58
2. Plans 5:10
3. Whiskey Bird 6:03
4. Most of All 4:40
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Crossroads Blues
Blues Characters Vol.15
ROBERT JOHNSON

BLUES CHARACTERS, a prestigious new 30-volume collection, invites the listener to discover the work of the great men
and women who made blues history; the pioneers of one of the greatest musical adventures of the twentieth century.
Released as an 3-panel Digipack, each volume of the collection includes 2 CDs (nearly 2 1/2 hours of listening) and is
accompanied by a 36-page booklet containing biographies and notes in French and English, with original photos and
illustrations. Blues Characters will make a truly wonderful addition to any blues collection. The first 10 volumes of this
authoritative collection are presented here, with 20 further volumes to follow in 2016.

In March, 1937, Vocalion released Robert Johnson’s first '78. The record was an immediate hit. The most mysterious
thing about Robert Johnson is not that he left Robinsonville as a mediocre guitarist one day in 1930 to return two years
later as the undisputed king of the Delta Blues. Whether, to reach this aim he sold his soul to the devil, or received
lessons from some obscure benefactor does not tell us anything about the impact the rediscovery of his work as of 1959
was to have. In the space of 7 months, Robert Johnson left to posterity 29 tracks which, over a century later, still
fascinate an ever growing audience. “The most important blues musician who ever lived” (in Eric Clapton’s words) never
knew anything of this since he never returned to the studio again: he was poisoned to death on the 16th of August, 1938
in Greenwood, Mississippi.
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Black, Brown and White
Blues Characters Vol.7
BIG BILL BROONZY

BLUES CHARACTERS, a prestigious new 30-volume collection, invites the listener to discover the work of the great men
and women who made blues history; the pioneers of one of the greatest musical adventures of the twentieth century.
Released as an 3-panel Digipack, each volume of the collection includes 2 CDs (nearly 2 1/2 hours of listening) and is
accompanied by a 36-page booklet containing biographies and notes in French and English, with original photos and
illustrations. Blues Characters will make a truly wonderful addition to any blues collection. The first 10 volumes of this
authoritative collection are presented here, with 20 further volumes to follow in 2016.

Big Bill Broonzy is one of the most prolific musicians in blues history. He also wrote around 200 original blues tracks. His
art fed off the music of the Delta as much as that of the East Coast and New Orleans. He could perform equally well as
part of a jazz ensemble, a gospel band or as a solo artist with a more specifically folksy playlist. His deep, penetrating
voice with its expressive, subtle changes in tone conveyed very varied emotions and feelings. By refusing any particular
allegiance, Big Bill Broonzy, who always worked with the same subtlety, humour and sense of rebellion and tragedy, was
able to charm any audience and capture anyone’s attention. He was the first artist to turn the blues into a universal
language.
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Rock Island Line
Blues Characters Vol.12
LEAD BELLY

BLUES CHARACTERS, a prestigious new 30-volume collection, invites the listener to discover the work of the great men
and women who made blues history; the pioneers of one of the greatest musical adventures of the twentieth century.
Released as an 3-panel Digipack, each volume of the collection includes 2 CDs (nearly 2 1/2 hours of listening) and is
accompanied by a 36-page booklet containing biographies and notes in French and English, with original photos and
illustrations. Blues Characters will make a truly wonderful addition to any blues collection. The first 10 volumes of this
authoritative collection are presented here, with 20 further volumes to follow in 2016.

Originally from Ark-La-Tex (the south west of Arkansas, the north west of Louisiana and the north-east of Texas), the
socio-economic area of over a million residents which had the town of Shreveport at its heart, William Huddie Ledbetter,
alias ‘Lead Belly’, was one of the representatives of the initial generation of ‘country musicians’ born before 1890, who
learned their art at a time when blues music was no more than a vague promise. His repertoire was originally made up of
all the styles which were played in his home county (narrative ballads, work songs, cowboy songs, dances, marching
music, pop or generic songs etc.) A genuine walking music archive, he knew an incalculable number of songs which
would have been lost in the meanders of time.
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Statesboro Blues
Blues Characters Vol.6
BLIND WILLIE McTELL

BLUES CHARACTERS, a prestigious new 30-volume collection, invites the listener to discover the work of the great men
and women who made blues history; the pioneers of one of the greatest musical adventures of the twentieth century.
Released as an 3-panel Digipack, each volume of the collection includes 2 CDs (nearly 2 1/2 hours of listening) and is
accompanied by a 36-page booklet containing biographies and notes in French and English, with original photos and
illustrations. Blues Characters will make a truly wonderful addition to any blues collection. The first 10 volumes of this
authoritative collection are presented here, with 20 further volumes to follow in 2016.

The phrase ‘Atlanta King of the Twelve String Guitar’ shows the fascination Blind Willie McTell’s music exerted over his
audience, making him the most emblematic blues musician in Georgia. His work logically (and unfairly?) overshadowed
that produced by many of his peers along the East Coast, even though they were fairly major artists themselves. McTell
alone cannot be blamed for this state of affairs, especially since he was in fact happy to work with anyone he bumped
into. Modest, but aware of his talent, and a subtle storyteller, McTell provided the blues world with some sophisticated
and unique compositions. He alone incarnated the East Coast Blues just as Robert Johnson was the figurehead of the
Delta blues.
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Hesitation Blues
Blues Characters Vol.14
REVEREND GARY DAVIS

BLUES CHARACTERS, a prestigious new 30-volume collection, invites the listener to discover the work of the great men
and women who made blues history; the pioneers of one of the greatest musical adventures of the twentieth century.
Released as an 3-panel Digipack, each volume of the collection includes 2 CDs (nearly 2 1/2 hours of listening) and is
accompanied by a 36-page booklet containing biographies and notes in French and English, with original photos and
illustrations. Blues Characters will make a truly wonderful addition to any blues collection. The first 10 volumes of this
authoritative collection are presented here, with 20 further volumes to follow in 2016.

Along with Blind Blake and Blind Willie McTell, Reverend Gary Davis is one of the three main figureheads of the ‘East
Coast School of Ragtime Guitar’. A character as loveable for his generosity as he was irritating for his unwillingness to
compromise (or perhaps on the contrary ‘remarkable for his uncompromising nature and irritating in his generosity’) the
man was always glad to give advice and share his teachings. He often got ripped off and denied his rights, but he never
wavered from the content or the form of his art. He was never tempted to sell his soul at the crossroads for an extra dose
of genius. He left behind him enough recordings to continue, almost half a century later, to inspire and stimulate
hundreds of musicians and delight thousands of listeners.
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Boogie Chillen
Blues Characters Vol.24
JOHN LEE HOOKER

BLUES CHARACTERS, a prestigious new 30-volume collection, invites the listener to discover the work of the great men
and women who made blues history; the pioneers of one of the greatest musical adventures of the twentieth century.
Released as an 3-panel Digipack, each volume of the collection includes 2 CDs (nearly 2 1/2 hours of listening) and is
accompanied by a 36-page booklet containing biographies and notes in French and English, with original photos and
illustrations. Blues Characters will make a truly wonderful addition to any blues collection. The first 10 volumes of this
authoritative collection are presented here, with 20 further volumes to follow in 2016.

John Lee Hooker’s brand of blues stands out from all others. As soon as his first note strikes up, always borderline
saturated, as soon as his gravelly, unrelenting voice rings out, as soon as he sets in motion his nagging and obsessively
repetitive rhythm, even the most ill-informed listener knows what to expect. There is no other bluesman so immediately
identifiable. Hooker’s blues seems to have sprung from nowhere. It is impossible to pinpoint its inspiration, its origin, or to
tie its uniqueness to any existing style, trend, region or time period.
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Rollin' Stone
Blues Characters Vol.20
MUDDY WATERS

 	BLUES CHARACTERS, a prestigious new 30-volume collection, invites the listener to discover the work of the great
men and women who made blues history; the pioneers of one of the greatest musical adventures of the twentieth
century. Released as an 3-panel Digipack, each volume of the collection includes 2 CDs (nearly 2 1/2 hours of listening)
and is accompanied by a 36-page booklet containing biographies and notes in French and English, with original photos
and illustrations. Blues Characters will make a truly wonderful addition to any blues collection. The first 10 volumes of this
authoritative collection are presented here, with 20 further volumes to follow in 2016.

Muddy Waters is the most emblematic character in the history of blues music. He’s a sort of electrified version of Robert
Johnson. When he arrived in Chicago in the spring of 1943, he brought with him the rural blues of the Deep South,
which, in his hands and with the city’s simmering energy behind it, lost none of its strength or expressiveness. Music no
longer tuned into current fashions; instead, it was the modern world which adapted to the bitter and generous sound of
country blues.
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Careless Love
Blues Characters Vol.1
BESSIE SMITH

BLUES CHARACTERS, a prestigious new 30-volume collection, invites the listener to discover the work of the great men
and women who made blues history; the pioneers of one of the greatest musical adventures of the twentieth century.
Released as an 3-panel Digipack, each volume of the collection includes 2 CDs (nearly 2 1/2 hours of listening) and is
accompanied by a 36-page booklet containing biographies and notes in French and English, with original photos and
illustrations. Blues Characters will make a truly wonderful addition to any blues collection. The first 10 volumes of this
authoritative collection are presented here, with 20 further volumes to follow in 2016.

Bessie Smith’s brand of blues carries within it the history of black women. Through their ambiguous and often twofold
concepts, her songs describe a woman who acts like a man and breaks all the rules. Both revealing and revelatory, her
music goes beyond simply describing the drama of daily life and drags us deep into the very heart of the human soul,
where contradictory feelings come into conflict. With every breath, cry, complaint, laugh and tear, Bessie’s blues burns
with a bright and ever-lasting flame.
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Dust My Broom
Blues Characters Vol.27
ELMORE JAMES

BLUES CHARACTERS, a prestigious new 30-volume collection, invites the listener to discover the work of the great men
and women who made blues history; the pioneers of one of the greatest musical adventures of the twentieth century.
Released as an 3-panel Digipack, each volume of the collection includes 2 CDs (nearly 2 1/2 hours of listening) and is
accompanied by a 36-page booklet containing biographies and notes in French and English, with original photos and
illustrations. Blues Characters will make a truly wonderful addition to any blues collection. The first 10 volumes of this
authoritative collection are presented here, with 20 further volumes to follow in 2016.

In Elmore James’ brand of blues, more than the harshness of his guitar - amplified until it is almost too loud - his voice is
what stands out and drives us almost to distraction. Like dozens of others, Elmore James was an outstanding guitarist, a
determined bandleader, a reliable composer and an imaginative songwriter. Like some others, the title of ‘King of the
Slide Guitar’ seemed to be one he deserved, but like almost no one, he had the rare ability to generate extremely varied
emotions and express the inexpressible, to pierce people’s souls and brains with his unique, inimitable and completely
novel voice. Elmore James erases all boundaries between ‘urban’ blues and ‘country’ blues. A genuine desperado of this
brand of music, he managed to break free of the constraints of a profession which reduced creative freedom to the
hypothetically inescapable demands of clients and the market.
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Three O'Clock Blues
Blues Characters Vol.30
B.B. KING

BLUES CHARACTERS, a prestigious new 30-volume collection, invites the listener to discover the work of the great men
and women who made blues history; the pioneers of one of the greatest musical adventures of the twentieth century.
Released as an 3-panel Digipack, each volume of the collection includes 2 CDs (nearly 2 1/2 hours of listening) and is
accompanied by a 36-page booklet containing biographies and notes in French and English, with original photos and
illustrations. Blues Characters will make a truly wonderful addition to any blues collection. The first 10 volumes of this
authoritative collection are presented here, with 20 further volumes to follow in 2016. 

B.B. King became a universal star and a figurehead for the blues, through longevity, perserverance and sheer talent. He
met with appreciation and recognition wherever he went. As of 1990 and up until his death, the most official tributes,
rewards and honours rained down on him regularly like so many signs of affection and recognition. A both modest and
generous character, over the space of seven decades, B.B. King kept a mischievous and kind-hearted eye on all those -
both laymen and celebrities - who came to show their attachment to and admiration for him.
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Aleli
LUIS BORDA & GEORGIA VELIVASAKI

The expressive and versatile guitarist Luis Borda presents a musical journey conjoining two disparate lands: his native
Argentina and the Mediterranean island of Crete, home of Borda's musical partner on the album, the singer Georgia
Velivasaki. 

Track listing:
1. Verguenza 3:34
2. Vivo, En San Telmo 4:27
3. Loca En Nubes 3:49
4. Atahualpa 4:04
5. Aleli 5:10
6. El Color De La Manana 4:27
7. Guitarra Triste 4:21
8. Milonga De Alejandria 4:38
9. Baionga 2:24
10. Meli 3:18
11. La Pastora 5:49
12. Agrimia 4:06
13. Volver 3:58
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Central Africa - Songs of Hunting, Love and Mockery
AKA PYGMIES

The recordings of the Aka pygmies are amongst the brightest jewels in the Ocora Radio France catalogue. Famed for
their extraordinarily intricate vocal polyphonies - in a music which is predominantly vocal - there is however another facet
of the music of the Aka pygmies. This album presents the musical instruments of the Aka: one- or two-string bows,
ground bow, harp zither and harp, plus small flutes and a lamellaphone 'sanza'. Male and female voices and handclaps
accompany the instruments. The field recordings were made in the Central African Republic in the early 1990s. Reissue
of Ocora C560139.
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Festival Flamenco Gitano + Da Capo
VARIOUS ARTISTS

Flamenco is among the richest and liveliest of the musical treasures of Europe. Its century-old tradition, which originated
in Andalucia, is now listed in UNESCO's Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. Nevertheless, it is frequently
misunderstood, and is often to be seen in inauthentic forms that have very little in common with the original and true form
of Flamenco.

The Festival Flamenco Gitano was one of the first recordings which faithfully captured the particular magic of this music.
This significant document from 1965 has lost nothing of its fascination, and remains to this day one of the finest flamenco
performances to find its way onto disc. The pre-eminent exponents of the art at that time had gathered, and gave of their
very best. "The Original Festival Flamenco" (CD1) has ben released before, in 1993 on the ACT subsidiary label
EMOCIÓN. "Da Capo" is appearing here for the first time on CD, having been brought out previously just once, in 1966
as an LP on the Fontana label.

CD 1: The Original Festival Flamenco
1. Palmas 1:12 / 2. Cantes gitanos 2:48 / 3. Solea 4:38 / 4. Solo guitarra 4:52 / 5. Alegria 6:28 / 6. Fandangos naturales
3:28 / 7. Por fiesta 3:02 / 8. la Caña 5:41 / 9. Siguiriyas 5:05 / 10. Saeta 2:07 / 11. Fandangos de Huelva 3:40 / 12.
Rumba Catalan 3:05

Juan Maya Marote - solo guitar; Antonio Arenas - guitar; Vargas Aracelli - guitar; Diego Vargas - vocals; José Salazar -
vocals; Ramón Moreno De Cádiz - vocals; Orillo de Siglana - vocals; La Singla -  dance and pitos (finger snapping);
Dolores Amaya - dance

CD 2: Da Capo
1. Jaleo 2:32 / 2. Por fiesta (“El pañolón”) 2:53 / 3. Tanguillo (“loco, loco…”) 5:13 / 4. Solo guitarra 4:36 / 5. Media
granaína 3:15 / 6. Rumba Gitana 2:17 / 7. Bulerias rancheros 2:31 / 8. Taranto 4:14 / 9. Rumba flamenca 2:08 / 10.
Cantinas de Cádiz 2:42 / 11. Rumba (“Perdón”) 3:12 / 12. Villancico 2:47

Faico - vocals and dance; Juan Maya Marote - solo guitar; Pepin Salazar - guitar; Ramón De Algeciras - guitar; Ramón
Moreno De Cádiz - vocals; Orillo de Siglana - vocals; Diego Vargas - vocals; Paquita, Dolores Maya, Manolete - palmas
(hand clapping)
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